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This report will describe and compare data concerning color 
categorization and color naming from the following Northwest Pacific 
lingUistiC groups: Halkomelem dialects Tait, Chehalis, Chilliwack, 
Sumas, and Cowichan; the Samish dialect of Northern Straits Salish; 
Nooksack; Skagit dialect of Lushootseed; Yakima (Northwest Sahaptin). 
All but Yakima are Central Coast Salish languages. Halkomelem and 
Lushootseed express color nuance by modifying lexical roots with 
intricate syste~s of qualifiers. 

Halkomelem is diVided into three dialect groups (Galloway 1977, 
Gerdts 1977), Upriver, Downriver, and Island, each with distinct but 
slight differences on phonological, morphological, and syntactic levels. 
There are two remaining fluent speakers of Samish (and perhaps two 
younger semi-speakers). MacLaury and Galloway together did the tests 
with speakers of all the remaining Upriver Halkomelem dialects (Tait, 
ChehaliS, Chilliwack, and Sumas/Matsqui), and with the oldest liVing 
speaker of Lushootseed (Skagit dialect). We also attempted the test 
with the last partial speaker of Nooksack (aged 94), but were only 
able to do the rice mapping (procedure 3 in Table 1 below) with four 
color terms (only two roots). Galloway did the color test with one 
fluent speaker of the Cowichan dialect of Island Halkomelem, who, 
however, turned out to know only a few of the color terms. Galloway 
also did the test with the only remaining monolingual speaker of 
Samish (Samish-b). MacLaury did the tests with Yakima and with Shuswap 
(fig. 0d). 

Data presented here advance the effort to survey indigenous color 
categorization in the Pacific Northwest with standardized, replicable 
measurement (MacLaury 1986, 1987a). 

As in the prior reports, discussion is prefaced with condensed 
review of data collection and display. In August 1987, both authors 
worked together to formally interview individual informants according 
to three independent procedures of eliCitation, each based on direct 
stimuli of 330 Munsell color chips. Procedures and stimuli ape fully 
described in MacLaury (1987a: Note 2). Table 1 outlines the three 
procedures and the orders of data resulting for each: 
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Figures Ba-d. Color-term roots: a) Hal Icomelem, b)Shus.....,ap, c) Mixtec (data from 
Margaret and John Dal y) , d) English; i focus. 
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Procedures 

1. Naming. 330 separate 
color chipS are named in 
a fixed random order. 

TABLE 1 

2. Focus Selection. A "best 
example" of each term 1s chosen 
from an array of the 330 chipS. 

3. Mapping. Each term is 
mapped on the array with 
rice grains, usually in 
steps in respo~se to 
repeated requests to map 
all of X-term. 

la. Naming Ranges of color
term roots. 

, 'ib. Modifiers of roots. 

2. Foci. 

3a. Mapping Ranges. 

'3b. Mapping Steps wi thin 
" 'mapping ranges. 

/68'" 

Correspondence between different data from an individual ver.~:fies their 
accuracy. 

Figures 0a-d present derandomlzed naming ranges and fOCl in the 
format of the Munsell array. The unnumbered column at left displays 
whlte-grey-black and columns 1-40 display prismatic hues from left 
to right, lightest at top 'and darkest at bottom. The break between 
columns 40 and 1 is artificial, as hue composes a circular band. 
Row A (represented by one chip) is entirely pure white on the mounted 
array used for focus selection and mapping (Table 1, 2 and 3), while 
row J (represented by one chip) is entirely pure black on the display. 
Figure 0d prOVides the English-speaking reader with a reference by 
whiCh to gauge the Munsell system"and to assess how other languages 
have named it. Figure 0a shows naming ranges of an Upriver Halkomelem 
speaker and Figure 0b of a Shuswap speaker: both name all of yellow 
and green with one term. Figure 0c shows naming ranges from a, speaker 
of Mixtec, an Otomanguean language of Mexico, which prOVides an indi
genous case for comparison outside the PaCific Northwest: the Mixtec 
names all'Of green and blue with one term. 

UPRIVER HALKOMBLBM 
Roots. Figures la, 2a, 3a, 4a, 5a, and 6a show naming ranges of 

color-term roots in five Halkomelem dialects. The sample of six 
individuals is too small to allow distinction of individual from 
gialectal differences. All name both yellow and green with one term, 
except the Cowichan speaker. The latter could not remember names for 
most colors, and she named blue with the cognate of the term with 
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~ c-qUi-, II c-qi, [l piq 1ft c-kuim II c-mi8 Ea qU;-qUi,-ila 

I c-xuillu B c-qUi,U fij qUiqUa,Ual lIIl qc-lq 1m a-cafc G a-iavilCu 

Figure la. Halkoinelem color-term roots, Tait cHalect, speaker AK, age 66, 1987. 

Figure 2a. Halkomelem color-term roots, Talt d;alect, speaker TG,Ige 60:t, 1987. 

J" u" II .... m.. .... II .. ~.. III .... rrn.. I u" i!u ~ c-q CO, c-ql, t:::;;J paq c-k-lm c-ma8 UlJ qc-lq c-x 1 .. 

Figure 3a. Halkomelem color-term roots, Chehalis dialect, speaker EB, age 73, 1987. 
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l? () 

.. ~ c-qUc·, I c-qf, rn 'piq I c-tUfm II c-lDia I c-xuflCu II[] qc·lq 

B c-qUi,U • =. H8 II pip.,ual ~ c- piqu III stcval e =. tilDi' H2 

Figure 48. Hal komelem color-term roots, Chilli\v'ack dialect, speaker NP, age 80, 1987. 

22222222223333333333 
o t 3... S 67 8 9 0 t 2 3 ... S 6 7 8 

J~ c-qUc., II c-qi, rn piq I c-tUilD II c-lDa6 ~ qUal-qUay-as 

II c-xUilCU B c-qUi,U S =~ H4 II[] qc·lq m talDa' e = ~ G4 D'jJ 
Figure 5. Halkomelem color-term roots, Sumas dialect, speaker AH, age 80, 1987. 

r;:::, 
r:i:J 

J~ c-qUii, II c-qi, rnpaq Ic-tUim lI'c-xu flCw" 

Figure 6. Halkomelem color-term roots, Cowichan dialect, speaker EU, age 60, 1987. 
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which the other Halkomelem speakers named yellow-with-green. Elmen
dorf and Suttles 1960:15 give Cowichan and Musqueam dialects /cqWay/ 
'green' (Chilliwack /cqWa·y/) and Cowichan and Musqueam /sal?elae/ 
'yellow' (Chilliwack /sal'elae/); so more speakers of Cowichan 
must be tested to confirm the use of the former term for 'blue'. 
(/sal?elae, sal'elae/ may be related to the Upriver Halkomelem 
/lalee/ '(have) jaundice, bile trouble' (perhaps with /s-/ 'stative' 
and /ha-/ 'continuative'?). We did not obtain /saloelae/ as a 
color term word.) 

Regarding the Cowichan speaker's use of /c-qWay/ for 'blue', 
an interview done 12/5/64 by Oliver Wells with Bob Joe (BJ), one of the 
most knowledgeable speakers of the Chilliwack dialect then alive, 
has recently been transcribed verbatim from the tapes. When asked 
the word for green, BJ said it is the same as the word for blue. 
Later he gave /cme~ ta sw~yal/ 'The sky is blue.' BJ was born 
about 1881 and trained as a tribal historian. 

In Figure 0b, the Shuswap speaker also names blue with such a 
cognate, not yellow-with-green. (The spellings of the Shuswap forms 
are given phonetically on the chart. Phonemically KUipers 1974 
shows /ciqw/ 'red', /piq/ 'white', /qWyqWiy-t/ 'blue, purple' (root 
/qWey - qWiy/, /kwal-t/ 'yellow, green' (the -t is 'state', i.e. 
stative), /tap-e~p-t/ 'dark' (from stem eep-t 'dark'), and /mY-meY-t/ 
'grey' (root /meY/, /Y/ is pharyngeal stop). 

The Cowichan and Shuswap data (and the comment of BJ) together 
suggest that 'blue' was an original meaning: and further data from 
Shuswap (MacLaury 1986) and other Salish languages (Kinkade 1988) 
suggest that the cognates also meant 'green' at an earlier time, a 
usage similar to Mixtec of Figure 0c. Later the Tait, Chehalis, 
Chilliwack, and Sumas speakers of Halkomelem retracted the term from 
blue and extended it to yellow, preserving the original 'green' sense. 
None of the data suggest which Halkomelem term named yellow before the 
putative extension., 

The speakers of Figures la, 3a, and 5a could not name purple. 
The speaker of Figure 2a named purple with terms focused in blue 
(G-H 28) and in red (G3); the speaker of Figure 4a named purple with 
two unique terms, /s(-)e~w-al/ and /c-pl~, s-pl~/. Surprisingly, 
/c-pl~/ (with modified forms /s-pl~/ and /s-pl[-pa-]~-al/), 
is cognate with the Nooksack root in /pa~-pl~/ (attested once as 
'yellow?' (LT:GS), once as 'green' with a comment that the same word 
[root?] means 'dark blue' in Chilliwack Halkomelem). The same root 
was also reported in Nooksack /~-pl~/ 'yellow' (PA:GS 1.26)(beside 
Upriver Halkomelem /s-p1~/ 'yellow' from the same speaker 1.10) and 
in Nooksack [pl·~al~·noxW] probably /pl~-al~noxw/ 'autumn, when 
leaves turn yellow' (PA:GS 1.10). This root 1s also cognate with one 
in Squamish, as in /pa~-pl~/ 'yellow. a kind of paint found in the 
mountains' . 

Another root appears at 15, G6, F8 and FlO (tan shades), 
only in inceptive forms, /plpa~w-el, s-plpa~w-al/. It is unclear 
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whether the root is /pl~w/ With 'continuative reduplication' or 
/pa~w/ with prefixed 'diminwtive' reduplication. There is a word 
/pl~w/ 'to leak (as of a canoe)' which seems unrelated (note its 
continuative /pl[-pa-]~w/ 'leaking'). 

A few of the words used as color t~rms have meanings outside 
color terms: /sdfll€/ 'leaf·o', /q~lq/ 'rose flower, rose hip'. 
/s-eaw6~/ 'diatomaceous earth or clay (used a~ a whitening fo~ 
dog wool for weavings and as a powder for paint t .. (could this be related 
to the root in /s-~~w-al/ 'purple'?), /kwu·l/ 'gold' « English). 
/xwlxwa~/ 'grayish blueberries. prob. oval-leafed blueberry (Vaccinium 
ovalifolium), (derived from the color term apparently. not vice versa), 
/ds~s/ 'ashes', /temsl/ 'red clay of iron oxide used for religious 
paint and face paint. ocher', /pqslqal/ 'mountain goat (Oreamnos 
americanus americanus), . 

Qualifiers. Each Halkomelem speaker uses a different inventory 
of qualifiers to denote shades of color within a category. Qualifiers 
here are unbound and preposed adverbially to the root that names the 
category; or they are bound to the root as prefix, suffiX, reduplica
tive prefix or infix, vocalic ablaut. or extra vowel length. 
The term qualifier is not meant as a new syntactic or semantic 
category for the language. merely used as a convenient term for 
things semantically modifying the color term words. 

The Tait speaker of Figure la (AR) used qualifiers, but 
she alone modified roots with other roots. as an English speaker 
would say 'greenish blue'. 'l'he qualifiers she used show considerabre 
sophistication and may actually pinpoint the colors more precisely 
than any other strategies. More on them below. f.,s . .1.,-.4 

The Tait speaker of Figures 2b-c (TG) used bound qualifiers to 
name colors that are light or marginal to red-focused, grey-focused 
and yellow-with-green categories. She used unbound qualifiers to 
distinguish light and dark in all categories. 

The Chehalis speaker of Yigure 3b (EB) used only bound qualifiers. 
including vowel length. which designate marginal colors in most 
categories. One modified form. represented as A. pertains to orange 
colors within the yellow-with-green category; the speaker of Figure la 
uses the same form to name 'orange' as an autonomous category apart 
from yellow-with-green. 

The Chilliwack speaker of Figure 4b (NP) shows the most extensive
variety of qualifiers among the six individuals, but she uses unbound 
forms at only H14. G21. and 122. The profusion of forms obscures 
patterns among meanings. although the figure shows that some are con
fined to one or another category-margin; note. for example, the 
variant of the 'orange' term (A). ThiS speaker has been a dedicated 
teacher of the Halkomelem language in Chehalis schools for 20 years. 

The Sumas/Matsqui speaker of Figure Sb (AB) uses qualifiers 
similarly to the speaker of Figure 2b. although with some distinct 
forms. In Figure Sa. she focuses a unique 'orange' term at ESt and 
in Figure Sb she uses the Widely shared term A at C8 as a modified 
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A 
B 
C 
D 
E ~ 

F 
G 

H iii 
I iii iii 

Figure 1 b. Unbound prepo:sed color modifien, Halkomelem, AK 8S in Figs. h/c-d. 

H q 
I Q' iiw 
J Q c-qi~- I @ qi-q;~-;l-; q qWi-qW;~W-al- I ii c- qWi_qW;~W_;l_ I g c-qWi-qWa~-al-, 
ii s-q'Wa-q'Waxw-al-· w c-q'WixW- w c-qWixw_. m sa-me-il-' ~ c-qWey- . 
- • I ., • I ,..... I 

P s- pq-il - I P s- paq-il - I I! s- pq-il- I i! s- p;q-il- ; Ie kWikwam-al- ,·X s- kWikw;m-al-

Figure 1 C. Unbound preposed color modifiers; Halkomelem, Tait dialect I AK. 

C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
~----~~--~~~------~~--~~~~------~----~----~~--~~ 

J"" ' L.\ c- kWl- kWa m-al , 

Figure 1 d. Bound modifiers; Hakomelem I see Fig:s. 1a-c I AK. 
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Jp) 4'.)' • •• rn ••• III f II .. ~ e-q c·, • e- q1 ~ tL::::J paq e-le4'.) 18 e- ma8 

B e-qUf~U ~ = (I E8 [lcscs e = (I 832 

Figure 28. Hallcomelem color·term roots, Tait dialect, spealcer TG, age 60:1:, 1987 . 

. . 
8 8 8 

0: 

(I J e-q4'.)cy: ! s-qWeqWiy-cl, c-qWeqWiy-;l (B1 0); 8 c-qWeqWiy, c-qWeqW;y; 

e-le4'.)im: Ie c-kwim-;l; k c-Icwilcw;m; ~ c-Icwikw;m-;l; e-qUi~4'.): x c-qwi'qW;~W 

Figure 2b. Bound color- mo~ifiers; Hallcomelem, Tait dialect, TG as:;n Figs. 2a,c. 
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Figure 2e. Unbound preposed color- modifiers; Hal Icomelem, TG. 
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Jf(J • II •. m·.· DIll L'~'" II 'e· []] · 1 II u'dv ~ c-qVc·y c-ql, r.:::;;, paq c- .. -liD c- ma qc· q c-x 1 .. 

Figure 38. Hal komelem color-term roob, Chehalls dialect, speaker EB, age 73, 1 987, 
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q '8) ••• . ' . • • •• • • • 
q4A)C·y: q c-qWf-qWay-al, c-qWf-qWay-cl, c-qWf-qWay-al; A qW;-qWay-cls, qWa-qWay-clsi 

c-kuim: Ik c-kwikWam-alj 7!J c-kwim-amax':li • kWi-m; : kWi:mj 

... 11 "" "" """ "" paq: P pl-paq; p pc-paq-al; I! pl-paq-al; e pq-alqal; .,. c- pl-paq-al; 

c- maO: m c- m;-ma8i c- qi~: ~ cjfcja~-al; X c-cjfcja~-al 

Figure 3b. Bound color-modifiers; Halkomelem, Chehalis dialect, EB as in fig, 3a, 
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c- qWi-y: ! s_qW'qW; y-al; 6 qW;qWay-olsi XIJ c-qWcy-ama~; i c_qW'qW; y-a.l i 
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ir , • ' • ' ~ .', ' • .!1 irt , 1:::L1 t" l' ' • .!1 c- mae: m c- mae-Hi iii s- mae-t·l;. mae-Hi ~ ... c- mae-amaX"' s eva :-A~ s c'w'a -ama)\.",; 
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~ •• - "-1 1i111 "'1 ", "'1··'" ""'...J.J paq: p s-paq-t· ; U"' s-pq-e· ; P pq-e·l; e s-pq-t· ; p pq-t·1; ~ paq-ama)\.",; 

f.igure 4b_ Color modifiersi Halkomelem, ChHH'w'ack dialect, NP as infig~ 48. 



~ c-qfolc-V I c-qi~ EJ paq DlIII c-lefolim I c-mi8 ~ qfolal-qfoliy-as 

I c-xfoli ICfoI Ia c- qfoli ~foI S = i H4 Ill] qc-lq m timi'" e = i G4 D Jf 

Figure 5_ Hallcomelem color-term roots, Sumas dialect, speaker AH, age 80, t 987. 
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E ! !! ! D 
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i·i 
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i J qfolc-y: ! s-qWaqWi y-;l, , c-qWaqWi y-;l; A qWiqWay-;13 

c-lefolim: Ie 3- kWflcw;m-;l; Ik c- kWfkw;m-;l 

Figure 5b_ Boundcolor- modifiers; Hal komelem, Sumas dialect, AH as in Fig. Sa. 
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form to denote 'bright yellow' (cf. Figure 0d). 
A closer look at Tait speaker AK's system of binomial color terms 

shows that the color terms which modify always precede the color term 
being modified. The second term (being modified) is the plain color 
term, usually with Ic-I as its only affixed modifier; only one 
more-modified term occurs there too. Isam~ll1 Iis-ha-ma~-ilil 
(with s- 'stative', ha- 'continuative'. and inceptive -fl 'come, 
go, get. become'). The preceding terms used include all the terms 
expressing the more general light or dark colors (cxWi~ 'gray', 
cql~ 'black'. cqwi~w 'brown'. s~i~asal 'dark (of old clothes, 
complexions)'. and paq 'white') and their derivatives. These terms 
when preceding other color terms were of~en independently translated 
in those contexts as 'light' or 'dark'. A few other terms were given 
preceding other color terms but only preceding one example in each 
case. and so appear to be exceptions. • 

The folloWing combinations were given by AK: 
cxwi~ (ckWlm, scalE, cqW~y, q~lq. sam~ll, cma~) 

(once glossed 'light' before cqW~y) 
cxwlxwa~ (q~lq. cqW~y. cma~) 
xWlxwa~ (cqW~y, cqW~.y. cma~. qWiqWay~ls) 

sxwlxwa~ cqWey 
cxwlxwa~al (cma~. cqwl~w "like dark brown") 
xWlxwa~al (scalE. q~lq. cqWey) 

cql~ (cme~. ckwlm. cqW~y) 
qlqa~al cqWey 

cqwl~w (cqWey "dark yellow". qWiqWay~ls. cma~. ckwlm. scalE) 
once by itself translated "brown" 
cqwiqwa~wal (q~lq "dark dark ... ". cma~. cqW~y. qWiqWay~ls) 
qwlqwa~wal (qelq once "dark rose". cma~. cqW~y. ckWim) 
sqwaqwa~wal cme~ 

cqW~y scalE 
sqWaqiyal scalE 

s~l~asal (qelq. ckwlm. cmae'. cqW~y. ckwlm "really dark ... ". 
cqwl~w. qWiqWay~ls. scalE) 
~l~asal (cqWeyonce "two times cqW~y") 
s~l~as(al) cqWey 
s~aw6~ (peq) 
same'll cqWey 
scalE cqWey 
paq s~aw6~ 
sp(a)qil (cqW~y. cme~, cxWl~) 
spqll ~ spaqll (cqW~y. qelq. cma~) 

kWlkwamal qelq 
skwlkwamal qelq. 

The Chilliwack speaker. NP. also used one of these binomial 
expressions. Ic-qlqa~-al c-qW~·y/. folloWing the same patterns. 

Of the preposed adverbs used by TG (Fig. 2c) Iwall 'real' is used 
to distinguish very dark shades. except for Ipaql where it pOints out 
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the focus; /tu/ 'slightly, a little' is used to distinguish lighter 
shades and shades between colors other than black or white. Both 
adverbs are also used with non-color term adjectives and adverbs. 
NP, the Chilliwack speaker (fig. 4a), also uses /wal/ once, with 
/cqW~.y/, and she too uses it for a dark shade of the color. 

The affixed qualifiers include: 1. /c-/ 'have get', 2. /s-/ 
'stative', 3. //-R 1 _// or /-C 1a-/ (infixed after vi) 'continuative' (the 
same infix can also mean 'resultative' but apparently does not with 
color terms--none of the terms so modified are focal, have achieved 
the result of the color change, i.e., the focus or the central areas 
of the least modified term), //-R 1-// often follows 4. //-A~-/I 
(~-ablaut on preceding s) which here doesn't seem to add any meaning 
(-A~Rl- often functions as a single 'continuative' inflection for 
verbs with root /~/), 5. inceptive /-al - -il/ ·come. go, become 
get' often meaning 'turn (become)' or '-ish' with colors. 6. //R4-/1 or 
/C 1 f-1 'qiminutive' (all verbs Whi~h are diminutivized are also 
semantically continuative), 6. //R -/1 or /Cl~-/ 'comparative or 
emphatiC, (sometimes) continuative', 7. /-~maxY/ 'in looks, -looking, 
in appearance, in color', 8. IIRS-// or /C 1a-/ 'dIminutive'. A grammar 
of Upriver Halkomelem (Galloway 1977) describes these affixes and types 
of reduplication in detail. 

Infixes can be shown enclosed in square brackets within a word. 
MetatheSiS of several types can also occur as a derivational process 
(-M2- exchanges the vowel it follows with the preceding vowel). 
-M2- only has a general 'derivational' meaning with the one color 
term that uses it, /1.R4_qw~y=~[-M2_]ls// /qWiqWAy~lsl 'orange', 
literally "little yellow/green fruit", used for both the color and 
the fruit. Since /-~ls/ means 'fruit, spherical objects, rocks' 
it seems clear that the name for the fruit preceded the color. 

These affixed qualifiers have several functions in specifying 
the nuances of color in Upriver Halkomelem. Except for Ipaq/ 
'white', color term roots cannot occur without either a prefix or a 
suffix. Some have both and infixes and ablaut as well. The simplest 
affixed forms have /c-/ ~dded to the root alone. These specify the 
uneqUivocal areas of each color term, usually including the foci. 
It tUrns out that /c-I, used with further derived color terms, 
particularly inceptives, may contrast with /s~/ and with unprefixed 
forms in very subtle ways. More about these later. 

Fig. 2b (Tait speaker TG) shows the additional effect of 
infixed reduplication, -Rl- 'continuative' on /c-I plus root 
(/c-qWA[-qWa-)y, c-kWl[-kW-]am, c-qwl[-qwa-]~W/). The other 
speakers do not use thIs strategy (though NP uses /xWl[-xWa-]~1 
and Is-pl[-pa-]qw-al/ and /plpa~w-al, s-plpa~w-al/, and AH uses 
/s-~l~as/; these may be 'continuatives' but do not have /c-/). 
The lIteral meaning is something like "having/getting/being in a state 
of [yellow, red, brown]". The clearest idea of its function without 
other affixes can be seen in the black/gray/white column to the left 
of the row letters in Fig. 2b, where G0 shows it can be a darker shade 
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and 00 shows that preceded by /tu/ it can be a lighter shade of gray 
(TG also uses this root for brown; the other speakers use the root 
for brown and label the gray in column 0 with forms from /xwl~/.) 
In the same chart, a in squares without t in Fig. 2c (for ex. Cl-4, C6, 
89. 812, C22. 02. 03, 013. 01S-19) show that the form can label shades 
lighter. darker. more pink. or more blue than the focus at'C9 (i.e .. 
above, below. left. or right of the focus). The forms often are 
used in conjunction with /tu/'slightly' to cover the very lightest 
shades. at the marg in of white. ' ' 

Also' on Fig. 2b, Ic-kwlm-all shows the effect of the addition 
of I-al - -1(' )11 'inceptive, go. come, get, become, turn. -ish'. This 
suffix is very widespread among non-color verbs and can be used with 
color roots w'i thout any other affixes. Such forms are extremely rare 
as labels for colors however, perhaps because they imply a rapid 
change of color. In our data. inceptives are almost always combined 
with continuative reduplication, and Ic-/ or Is-I. This in effect 
slows down the action of change so it can be modified and analyzed. 
This is line with the syntactic functioning of color terms as well, 
since they are adjectival verbs. They can precede nominals (much 
as adjectives do in English) but they can also serve as full 
intransitive predicates, inflected for subject, tense. aspect, etc. 
80th inceptive forms with and without continuative occur 
in Fig. 2b (/c-kWlm-al, c-kWl[-kWa-]m-al/). Here Ic-kwlm-al/ is 
further from the focus of Ic-kw Iml than /c-kw 1 [-kWa- ]ml is '(k is 
usually closer to the focus at G3 than is k). And Ic-kWl[-kWa-]m-all 
is usually furthest of all from the focus (literally it means something 
like "going/coming/getting to have red"). The principal also applies 
to the derivatives of Ic-qW~y/ in Fig. 2b though not as neatly. 

One of the rare cases of inceptive without c-/s- as a color label 
can be seen in Fig. 4b (Chilliwack speaker NP), with Ima~-l·l/. 
It only occurs once, among the lightest shades of blue, perhaps 
caught at the very first inception of change towards blue from white. 
The more usual form in the chart for such shades is Ic-ma~-1·11 
or for other speakers the continuative Isam9'1·l I I /s-ha-ma9'-1 (. )l I I . 
The latter form shows another type of Halkomelem 'continuat,ive'. 
the Iha- - h~-I prefix, which occurs before a subset of verb roots 
beginning in resonants (with this set the continuative infix cannot 
be used). Ihl is lost after another consonant by normal phonological 
rule. Another case of ,inceptive as a color label Without c- or s-
is that of /plpa~w-all at FS, FlO. G6--contrasting with the modified 
form Is-p1pa~w-all at I5. Clearly the Is-I provides a meaningful 
semantic addition and the /s-I form seems to indicate a deeper type 
of brown than the tans ,represented by the unprefixed form. But since 
we don't have an attestation of the root without reduplication and 
inceptive, we cannot be sure whether the lighter or darker shade is 
closer to the focus of the root. 

In Fig. 3b (Chehalis speaker E8) we see the 'diminutive' modifier, 
R4-, alone with one root and alone except for /c-I with another. Thus 
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the forms Ipl-paql IIC 1!-paqll and Ic-ml-ma~1 IIC1r-ma~ll. Here 
with Icmrma~1 the diminutive indicates all the lighter shades of blue 
but also most of the greenish and lavender margins within blue as well. 
This extensive coverage is either cause or effect of the fact that the 
speaker uses no other modifiers with this root--no inceptive, 
continuative, etc. None of the other Upriver elders we interviewed used 
diminutives with R4_ as a modifier strategy except with IqWi-qWAy-~lsl 
'orange' (there it is combined with metathesis and a lexical suffix). 
In Fig. 3b, Ipi-paql and Ip~-paq-all occur almost alternately within 
the same areas (as shades of white tinged with orange, yellow or blue) 
and cannot really be distinguished in effect. The second form has R7-
'comparative or emphatic, (sometimes) continuative' whiCh was not 
attested in color term words by any of the others we interviewed. 

Inceptive forms also occur with diminutives (or vice versa) in 
Fig. 3b, Ic-qWi-qWay-al, pl-paq-al, c-pl-paq-al/. The first of these, 
literally "have/get/be in a state of going a little yellow/green" , has 
vowel reduction to schwa by regular phonological rule following a 
stressed prefix. This term labels almost all the margins of Ic-qW~yl 
(from green's margins with blue, to yellow's margins with orange and 
pink and white). It also includes some moderately light green close to 
the focus of Ic-qW~oyl, which, for EB of Chehalis, is green (as it is 
for AH of Sumas). Iplpaqall is commonest for shades of white tinged 
with green or pink; Ic-pl-paq-all occurs only once (perhaps 
since nowhere else does the root Ipeql allow the prefix Ic-/), as white 
tinged with lavender or light lavender. Patterns of modifiers of Ipaql 
are difficult to sort out since for our speakers they all occur on one 
line (line B), with a small dip into row C between columns 31 and 34 
(above lavender or mauve). 

One other diminutive is attested, uSing R5- or C1a-. This occurs 
only in Fig. 4b (Chilliwack speaker NP) and only in forms also 
inflected with -R1-. Thus Is-kWa-kWi[-kWa-]m-all and 
Ic-kWa-kWl[-kWa-]m-all are the very very lightest reds (actually 
more whites tinged with pinks, but not named as varieties of Ipeql 
or Iq~lq/). 

Emphatic lengthening of a root vowel is a meaningful process 
in Upriver Halkomelem. It can add one mora, two morae, or even 
more morae, expressing increasingly more emphasis. It is present 
in Fig. 3b in : Ic-kwl:m/, and posSibly in • Ic-kwiom/. As 
such it marks especially characteristic shades and, perhaps 
occasionally, surprise at a newly-glimpsed shade. It is probably 
not present in variation between IcqW~yl and IcqW~oyl because 
that seems to be variation between speaker preferences; a given 
speaker seems to stick to one or the other. 

Also in Fig. 3b are several lexical suffixes, besides 1-4lsl 
'fruit' in the term for 'orange'. I-alqall 'wool' is part of 
Ipq-alqall 'mountain goat', a nominal derived from the root 'white'. 
The term is not really a color term. Another lexical suffiX 
is more widespread and is a legitimate modifier of color terms, 
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/-~mexY/ 'in looks, -looking, in appearance, in color'. 
It appears in non-color 'terms like, /?iy-AmexY/ 'good-looking' 
and /salclm-amaxY/ 'what color is it?, what does it look like?' 
(an interrogative verb). Fig. 4b (of Chilliwack speaker NP) shows 
even more extensive use of the suffix, i.e. with more stems than 
just /kwlm/, with /s-qwl[-qwa-]~W-al-amaxY, c~qW~y-Am~xY, 
c-ma~-~maxY, s~~wal-AmaxY, c-kwlm-amaxY, paq-AmaxY, 
c-xwl~-AmaxY, q~lq-amaxY/. The only color terms it was not 
attested with are /c-ql~1 and /c-plqw/. In Fig. 4b it is shown with 
varieties of xY, x , ~, and L. In all cases it occurs both in the 
central areas of the color term (or modified color term) it is 
attached to, as well as in the marginal and/or questionable areas of 
the stem. So it is clear that the affix merely indicates a little 
hedging or very very slight uncertainty. 

Fig. 4b also shows the only attestation of the color term 
/s~~wal/ which is approximately 'purple, lavender'. This speaker, 
NP of Chilliwack, uses the greatest variety of modifiers of any of 
the speakers, including color terms as modifiers (¥ on the chart) 
like Tait speaker AK, adverbs as modifiers (w) like Tait speaker 
TG (Fig. 2c), diminutives (see diamond symbols on the chart), as well 
as /-~mexY/ for hedging, and inceptives, continuatives, and three-
way minimal contrasts between forms without,prefix and those with /c-/ 
and Is-I. 

/c-/ or /s-/ seems to be used with all the affixed qualified ciolor 
terms by TG (Tait, Fig. 2b). A similar pattern is shown for EB' 
(Chehalis) in Fig. 3b, except for one root and one stem that we know 
do not require /c-/: /peq/ 'white' and /qWiqWAy~ls/ 'orange'. 
But for EB there are two cases of minimal contrast, forms with /c-/ vs. 
without (/pl-paq-al/ with diminutive R4_ vs. /c-pl-paq-al/, and 
/ql[-qa-]~-al/ with continuative -Rl_ vs. /c-ql[-qa-]~-al/). The /c-/ 
forms may be a little more intense, deeper in the color, than the forms 
without. This would fit with the literal meanings for each set 
("going a little white"vs. "have/get/be in a state of going a little 
white", "going a little black" vs. "have/get/be in a state of 
going a little black"; or if one uses the -ish meaning, "a little 
whitish" vs. "have/get/be ina state of a little whitish" , etc.). 

In Fig. 4b (Chilliwack speaker NP), there are quite a few such 
contrasts, in fact with inceptives based on all the roots but /xwl~/ 
'gray', /q~lq/ 'rose', and /s~~wal/ 'purple'. Morphosyntactically 
we'd expect the forms without /c-/ or /s-/ to betnore verbal and the 
colors to be more in the process of changing (not having reached a 
state yet). It is hard to tell whether this is the case for the dark
est roots, under /c-ql~1 'black' and /c-qwl~w /'brown '. And all the 
inceptives and inceptive continuatives here cover shades on the margins 
of the basic color terms. But comparing i and a with a, for example, 
under /c-qW~y/ 'yellow/green' it seems that the !atter'(without c-) 
has less intensity (less of the color) than the former (with .c-). 
The same can be said perhaps of the minimal contrast under /c-me~/ 
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'blue' with 0 (Without c-) being less intense than m or m. The 
minimal contrasts under /c-kwlm/ 'red' show all three terms (With c-, 
with S-, and without either) to be equally close to the focus and 
nearly indistinguishable in intensity; if anything the form without c
or s- is more intense than those with the prefix. With the forms under 
/paq/ 'white', the forms label colors almost identical in intensity 
and seem to alternate at random on the margins of 'white'. As with 
other speakers, the forms without /s-/ or /c-/ are used rarely in 
comparison to the prefixed forms. 

Looking at the contrast between the above forms differing only by 
having stative /s-/ or having /c-/ 'have, get', there may be a further 
subtle contrast. In Fig. 5b (Sumas speaker AH) there are only prefixed 
modified forms, no unprefixed contrasts. She has minimal contrasts 
between forms with /s-/ and with/ c-/. There are only two examples 
of /c-qWAqWiy-al/, at some distance from each other, but they are 
surrounded on all sides by examples of /s-qWAqWiy-al/; they do not 
seem semantically distinct. However there are a number of colors 
labelled by /c-kwlkwam-al/ and a number by /s-kwlkwam-al/. They 
are fairly evenly mixed with each other, though the forms with /c-/ 
are found mostly close to the focus, while the /s-/ forms occur close 
to the focus but also as the farthest away from the focus (C4, E6, 12, 
C 35, etc.). 

In Fig. 4b (Chilliwack speaker NP), the contrasts show: 
/c-/ forms /s-/ forms 

under /c-qwl~w/: more focal more distant from focus, blackest 
under /c-qW~.y/: at intense margins at light margins or blackest 
under /c-ma~/: at light margins, some dark one ex. next to focus 
under /c-kwlm/: at intense margins at light margins or near focus 
under /c-kwlm/ + R5 -: more focal more distant from focus 
under /c-ql~/: one ex., browner one ex., bluer, darker? 
under /paq/: no ex. closer to /paq/ thannon-statlves 

and in Fig.4c: 
under /s-plqw/: at 135, H34, 032 

darker or lighter 
("Intense margins" refers to margins 
or black.) 

at F34 but focused at H32, 
and /s-pl[-pa-]qw-al/ at I36 

between colors other than white 

In Fig. 3b Chehalis speaker EB has no /s-/ forms to contrast. 
In Fig. 2b Tait speaker TG has one contrast, /c-qWAqWiy-al/ (one ex.) 
vs. /s-qWAqWiy-al/. The /c-/ form is more focal than most of the 
/s-/ forms, but with only one example it does not do more than 
marginally support previous patterns. 

Mappings. A mapping (elicited as described in Table 1, 3.) 
of any term need not cover all of the colors that the term can 
name; some individuals exclude colors from a mapping after applying 
the term to those colors during chip-naming (Table 1, 1.). Yet, 
when the mappings of separate terms cover the same colors, the 
mappings show a relation between categories; usually one category 
is included within the range of the other. 
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J~ c-q«.)i-g _ c-qi~ m piq I c-t«.)im I c,..-mi8 ~ q«.)i-q«.)ig-ils 

II c-x«.)ill«.) B c-q«.)i~«.) m q""iq""a~«.)al [I] qi-lq /ill s-cafe G s-tavilC"" 

Figure 18. Halkomelem color-term roots, TaU dialect, speaker AK, age 66, 1987. 
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Figure le_ Mappings of color-term roots, Halkomelem, AK a3 in Figs. la-d. 
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~ c-qGotc·y I c-qi, m piq DI c-IcGotim I c-mi8 ~ C-lCGotilCGotaqGot 

B c-qGoti,Got ~ = (I EJJ IlIDIcscs EiI = .832 

Figure 2a. Halkomelem r-olor·term roots, Tait dialect, speaker TG, age 60:1:, 1987. 

IStep 1 112 1!m13 04 05 (t) Focus 

Figure 2d. Mappi ngs of color~term roots; Hallcomelem, TG as in Figs. 2a-c. 
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J P1 ....... I ,... rn,. .. ,. I L" I .. ..!. rm .. 1 I w" a!w fa c-q-c', C-ql, ~ paq c- .. W lm c-maa qc' q C-X 1 .. 

Fi,ure 38. Halkomelem color-term roob,Cheha1is dialect, speaker EB, ave 73, 1987. 

I Ste p 1 1121illlJ 3 [J 4 [] 5 l!I [!] [!] 1!l.1!2I (t) Focus 

Fi,ure 3c. Color-term Mappi ngs; Hal komelem, EB as in Figs. 3a- b. 
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FilJure 48. Hal komelem color-term roots, Chi11iW'ack dialect, speaker NP, age 80, 1987. 

unrecorded 

. 1 1 
1234S678901 

112 ffi Focus 

FilJure 4«:. Color-term mappings; Halkomelem, NP 8S in Figs. 4a-b. 
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J~ c-qUi" II c-qi~ rn piq II c-~(pa I c-mi8 ~ qu.i-qu'y-as 

II c-xuf Ilu II c- qUf,U 8 = (8 H4 lII1 qi-lq Ii timiof 8= (8 G4 D. 
figure S. Halkomelem color-term roots, Sumas dialect, speaker AH, age 80, 1987. 

. . . . ..... 
Itimi.., Step 1: E4-6, F3-6,G3';;5; (t)G4r~ 

II Step 1 12 1lillI3 rn 4 [15 ~ (t) Focus:,: 

figure Sc. Color-term mappings; Helkomelem,::'AH ~s in Figs. 5a-b; 
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In Figure lb. mappings are as would be expected from the naming 
ranges of Figure la. However. the 'pink' term focused at 039 is 
mapped over the range of the 'red' term, focused at G2. even though 
the latter is older. The tendency of 'pink' to extend throughout 
'red' is widely recurrent in the world's languages (MacLaury MS). 

In Figure 2d. the mapping of yellow-with-green. focused at C9. 
is curtailed at row 8; Figure 2a shows a naming range that is broader 
that the mapping. Separate mapping of a qualified form--that 
focused at 06 and represented as ~ in Figure 2b--extends the mapping 
of the yellow-with-green category. 

Figure 3c shows a relation among mappings similar to that seen 
in Figure 2d; the unmodified root of the yellow-with=-green category 
is mapped short of its naming range (Figure 3a) and an orange-focused 
(84) qualification of the root is mapped on colors left uncovered 
during mapping of the root alone. Interpretation is further 
complicated by inclusion of the orange-focused mapping within the 
mapping of the red-focused (G3) category. The complication results 
from overlap in orange of the red-focused and the yellow-with-green 
category. The orange-focused term (A) names part of the yellow
with-green category. as shown by the distribution of color modifiers 
in Figure 3b: the term names members of yellow-with-=green when the 
colors are thought of as such. even though the red-focused category 
extends over the same colors. 

Figure 4c shows an unequivocal relation of inclusion between 
the yellow-with-green mapping (focus C9) and the qualified name 
of orange (focus 07). Two 'purple' terms. G33 and H32. are focused 
and mapped such as to show slightly different meanings. 

Figure 5c shows inclusion of the 'pink' mapping (839) by the 
'red' mapping (G3). the opposite relation of that seen in Figure lb. 
The orange-focused term (85) appears to name an autonomous category. 
consistent with its naming range in Figure Sa. Although the red
focused mapping covers the 'orange' focus at 85. row 7 shows an area 
covered only by the orange-focused category. The mapping of a 
specialized term for bright red. It~mal/. focused at G4 and named 
once at G3 (Figure 5a). is described by letter and number in Figure 5c. 

Note also that Tait speaker TG uses Ics~sl 'ashes' (Fig.2d) 
to map the same color that Sumas speaker AH maps with Is-~l~asl 
(Fig. 5c), and others (Chilliwack speaker NP and Tait speaker AK) 
map largely with Ipaq/. Is-~l~asl then probably could be glossed 
'dingy white, off-white' with inceptive form Is-~l~as-al/ elsewhere 
translated 'dark (old clothes, complexion)'. 

SAMISH 
The Samish speaker. LO (Figs. 7a. 7b) is truly monolingual. 

Galloway had to conduct the color test in Samish, and so he had a field 
session first with both the last two fluent speakers. to elicit the 
types of questions he needed to ask and possible responses he would 
need to recognize. Then in another session, he worked alone with 
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J ~ na-qWig II na-qf~ 
II s - qWi XW - i 1 as 

Figure 78_ Samish color-term roots, Northern Straits, Malahat; speaker LD, age 65, 1987. 

Ee J. ,. 1'1 II' ],o¥ '1" P"l q "1 1 -ales - -a os; 'L ,c-a os-; pq-a os- ; ne-q);C-8 os-; S 

Figure 7b. Color modifiers, all in fi rst position; Samish, LD as in Figs. 7a, c. 
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t. fc-alas-; P pq-alas; H hayaw-

Figure 7c. Color modifiers; Samish, LD as in Figs. 7a-b;forms are in second position 
at B 5 I B 1 6, C 16, C 2 3 , C 2 6, C 3 4, F 39, H 2, H 1 3, H 1 5 I 1 1 I 1 5 I 16 I 125, and 136. 
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LD to do the test. The other speaker was kept apart as he worked 
productively with Eloise Jelinek on syntactic elicitation. 

)9f 

This year Galloway hopes to try the color test with the other 
fluent speaker of Samish; unlike LD, he is not monolingual and speaks 
English and the Saanich dialect of Northern Straits, also fluently. 
If he turns up a term for yellow or purple, in either dialect, 
Galloway may redo the test with LD to fill in the colors not named on 
the first pass through the chips (Galloway did not realize then that 
subsequent passes to name all the chipS were allowed). 

In Figure 7a, the Samish speaker names color with roots that are 
cognate with Halkomelem, except the 'red' term focused at Gl. The 
green-focused term F1G names a green-with-blue category, although it 
is cognate with Halkomelem 'yellow-with-green.' This datum further 
reinforces the hypothesis of an original 'green-with-blue' meaning, 
as suggested in the preceding section. The Samish speaker could 
recall no word for yellow colors, a condition that would precede 
extension of the 'green-with-blue' term to 'yellow-with-green'. 
(A few older speakers of Upriver Halkomelem (AC. some others. 
interviewed by Galloway some years before) could not remember a 
distinct term for yellow and spent some time commenting and struggling 
with that. just as others do now over terms for brown and purple; on 
the other hand a few Upriver Halkomelem speakers also interviewed some 
years ago could not pin down a word for green.) 

A Samish term. focused at E29. is emerging as a term for 'blue'; 
it is cognate with the Halkomelem term for 'brown' or 'grey-brown'. 
seen in Figures la. 2a. 4a. and Sa. An emergent term in blue would 
satisfy a second prerequisite for transference of a 'green-with-blue' 
term to 'yellow-with-green.' As in the Halkomelem data. the Samish 
data yield no clue of the original 'yellow' term. It is virtually 
impossible that yellow was always unnamed in either Halkomelem or 
Samish; 'yellow' might have been named by the red-focused term. 
Like four of the Halkomelem speakers. the Samish speaker did not name 
purple. 

The modifiers LD used (Fig. 7b) include one suffix (/-~las -
-aras/ 'on the eyes. around the eye. color. in color. looks like. 
-ish'). some preposed adverbs (/~alelay - ~alelay/ 'nearly'. 
/~alelay-aw - ~alelay-aw/ 'real near' [with -aw - -aw 'contrastive'J. 
/t~w/ //t-aw// 'a little' [With -awJ. /?an?arr-aW - rran-aw/ 'very'. 
and /hayaw/ //hayi-aw// 'quite' [from /hay!/ 'big'J). and some 
preposed adjectives (several themselves modified color terms) (/?ay/ 
'good'. /l~-alas/ 'dark'. /pq-alas/ 'light'. and /na-~-alas/ 
'blackish' ). 

The color terms attested with the /-~las/ suffiX are 
/na-sqW-alas - na-sqW-aras/. /pq-alas/. and /na-~-alas/. 
/pqalas/ alone only labelled one chip (B4)(a white with a faint 
orange tint). but it was flanked on both sides by modified forms of 
/na-xwi~/ 'gray'. The shades surrounding /paq/ itself (for ex. 
at 832-33. 828-30) were not labelled with /pqalas/ as one might 
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expect but again with modified forms of /na-xwLk'W I or /S-qwi~w-alas/. 
So /pqalas/ is more of a modifier than a color term itself. The same 
is true of /na-~-alas/, which appears only twice as a color term 
itself, once as /?ari?arraw na~alas/ next to 115 plain /na-qf»/, 
and once /riarraw naq»alas/ - /na~alas naqWay/ at-I20 surrounded 
by shades of modified /naqWay/. /na-sqW-alas-/, on the other hand,. 
occurred only as a color'-term, never a modifier. It filled in the 
lighter shades of /na-saqW / (Dl, El, Fl, F2, F36) while /pqalas 
na-saqw/ was never used at all. 

As modifiers, /naq~alas/ and IH~alas/ (root IH~~/ 'dark') 
cover almost identical tutf: they often alternate (particularly with 
the darkest row (1) of reds and blues. However, since one would expect 
/naq»alas/ to be darker (since its root means 'black) than /l~alas/, 
it is a relief to find that confirmed by cases of the latter at Gland 
H38-40, and at F14, all above the modifier /na~alas/. So /l~alas/ 
is used as well for sligHter less dark shades than is /na~alas/. 
/pqalas/ is found expressing the lighter shades of all the color terms. 

/?ari?arraw/ only occurs in trinomials with /pqalas, l~alas, or 
na~alas/ as second member; it semantically modifies the second member 
or shading term. It lightens wi th /pqalasl cHId darkens with the two 
dark shadings. /~al~lay - ~al~lay/ 'nearly' covers the furthest 
margins (between colors rather margins with white or black), and 
/~al~laya* - ~al~laya*/ 'real near' usually covers shades one st~p 
closer to the focus than /~al~lay - eal~lay/. Glrittalization of 
resonants here and throughout does not seem to be 'continuati~e' nor 
'diminutive' since both 'continuatives' and 'diminutives' are usually 
marked simultaneously by other morphemes as well, and since there is 
no pattern of differences between glottalized andnon-glottalized 
modifiers that can be seen on the charts. /haya*/ occurs atE14 only, 
directly before /naqWay/and there marks a shade perhaps characteristic 
of common shades of vegetation or at any rate, of /naqWay/. One word 
occurs which is a noun rather than a color term, /s~»wal/ 'grass' 
at 018. 

NOOKSACK 
LG"s mapping (Fig. ..) for four Nooksack color terms was; 

/kwal-kwHU El-E37, F4-5 ,F3, F2?, Fl, F40, F3·9; reJ 
/~_qwl!y.?/ (not /y/) C15?, C14, C13, C12, Cll, Cl0;~(u"'i)h ~·ello'" 
(modifier) /~-qWA [-qWe- )y? lBll, Bl0: I .,h.t ~",,,,,,,,sk iLllow 

(modifier) /qWe y-qwl!y?-11/C14-C12, D14-12 (glossed as 'light green'). 
These were not mapping steps by her: we pOinted to the squares and she 
said yes or no to adding a rice grain. The other Nooksack color terms 
from previous field work (a partial list) are not mappable here but 
include; /kWaq/ 'white', /qa»-qi»/ - /~-ql}$./ 'black', /paqw-piqw/ 
'green' (said to be 'dark 'Slue' in Halkomelem, another entry cites the 
same form as 'yellow'), /~-plqw / 'yellow', /?as-lalac/ 'yellow', 
/xwa~-xwl~/ 'grey', /s-kwi~-il/ 'kind of/partly red, pink', and 
/ql»-il/ 'kind of black'. These are besides the four above. 
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/paqw-plqw/ has a root which is cognate with the one which NP of 
Chilliwack uses for 'purple' in Upriver Halkomelem /c-plqw, s-plqw, 
s-pl[-pa-)q-al/. 

The modifiers show prefixed /e-/ and 'stative' /s-/, suffixed 
/-il/ 'inceptive', and infixed /-cia-/ 'diminutive', the last two 
cognate with affixes in Upriver Ha komelem and Lushootseed. It also 
raises the pOSSibility that the Upriver Halkomelem form could be 
considered as 'diminutive' in some cases (though most cases are 
still clearly 'continuative' and /ha-/ is only 'continuative'. never 
'diminutive' ). 

The prefixed reduplication, C18C 2-. is 'completive/dispositional'. 
apparentlyaspectual (Galloway 1984b ["Nooksack Reduplication"}:86). 
Besides the color term words it appears in words such as /qWac-qWlc/ 
"drownded" « /qWlc/ 'drift downstream'), /qwal-?-qwal?/ 'overcooked', 
/?al-?aly~/ 'dreaming', /kwal-?-kWal-iws/ 'murderer' (cf. Upriver 
Halkomelem cognate with /kw~·l/ 'hide' and /-iws/ 'body'), and 
/qal-?-qal?-ll?/ 'dirty' (Galloway 1984b:86). 

LUSHOOTSEEO 
In Figure 8a, the Lushootseed speaker named all colors, except 

'brown' and 'purple'. A 'yellow-wIth-green' term. focused in green 
at F17, extends to pure yellow at C8 and to dark greenish blue at 
H27. Pure blue is in column 29 (cf. Figure 0d). It is important to 
note that the Lushootseed 'yellow-with-green' term does not name 
both pure yellow and pure blue. which would violate all expectations 
based on current physiological knowledge (MacLaury 1987a). For that 
reason, it is improbable that the original meaning of 'yellow-with
green' cognates encompassed both pure yellow and pure blue. An 
original 'green-with-blue' meaning is more likely. The Lushootseed 
category might be in a process of shift. moving away from blue and 
toward yellow. Colors in the orange and yellow-orange range are 
named with the red-focused term (Gl-2) and with intermixture of 
terms meaning 'sun' and 'moon', focused at 05 and C9. 

The yellow-with-green category is named with two terms. shown 
in the upper half of the figure; the second is focused at 014. Both 
are derived from the same root. although it is undetermined whether 
they are two words or two qualifications of one. Use of separately 
focused terms that each name all of one category is known as "semantic 
coextensivity" (MacLaury 1987b). The two terms for 'yellow-with-green' 
are definitely modifications of the same root. The unVOiced/voiced 
shift is regular in Lushootseed. and the /~wi-/ prefix is an allomorph 
before labialized consonants (before roots /qWa~/. /qWaqw/. and 
(from Hess and Hilbert n.d .• vol.2:79] /qwl~w/ [see below]) of the 
/~i-/ color term prefix. The prefiX has the form /~i-/ before 
non-labialized consonants. 

Thus /(?a)s-qWa~-il/ is related to /~wi-qWac/ (//~i-qWa~//) as 
/?as-ba~-lr/ is related to /~i-ba~/. The relation is cognate with 
that in Upriver Halkomelem (except for /c-/ instead of /~i-/ and the 
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Br-----~--~~A~~~~~A~ 
C 

D 

~ -qWic- - -qWidz-: C,Wi-qWic II>, s-qWidz-t)j II ~e-bi~ 
[j ~Wi_qWvqW II ~e-ci..t I ?as-kiy kay-ab ~sfakwilab ~ fukwaf 

II ~e-su i w [] tagWid EJ ?as-cac-iiD If 

Figure 8a. LU3hoobeed color-term roob, Skagit dialect, 3peak.er LG, age 94, 1987. 

2.2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 
890123456?890 

J~ mllclf ~ mlXls ~ maxlspyat II cmuuk 1=€B.J1f II kayx [J plas 

I11III1 lila III umt II cmaik ~ kavx § sivlv siYlv 

Figure 9. Yakima Color-term roob, Toppenish; woman, age 60~1987. 
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s-qWadZ-il: q qWadz-i1; g s-qWadZ-il; § s-qWadZ-il; q2 qWa?qWadL1l; g2 s-qWa?qWadz-i1; 

§2 s-qWa?qWadz-it q ?as-qWadZ-ili q2 ?as-qWa?qWadz-i1i q2 ?as-qWa?qWadZ-il; g ~alti ?;s

qWadZ-il; 92 ~a1ti ?as-qWa?qWadZ-il ~Wi-qWa c: 1 xWi-qWac;I? xWi-qWa?c; 2 xWi-qWaqWc; 

xe-cic: x xe-cac· x2 xe-ci-cc· x ?as-cac-il· X ?as-cac-il- Xl ?as-ci-cc-il· • .,. ,_ ,_ ,_ I 

~.!'J v. ¥ ,. _ v, _ ",,'.a. ",,' ~ ¥. Y .' .:L .." .' 
F ?as-Cl ?-cc-l1; x ?as-cc-l1; x· ?as-cc-l1; x la-cc-l1; x- la-cl-cc-l1; x" ?as-cc-l1; 
~Wi_qWv_qw: U xWi-qWu-qW; u2 xWa-qWi-qWqW; !! xWi-qWi-qWqW; ii xW_qWi_q4)qW; 
.. ?as-qWi-qWqW-il; U ~-tti xWa-qWu-qW; U ?as-qWi-qWqW; 

xe-baf: b xe-ba~· tlxe-bi-~c· b ?as-ba~-ii· tI ?as-bi?-b~-il· • .,., - I _ 1.--., 

s- kay kalJ-ab: IJ s- kaykay-ab; IJ ?as- kaykay-ab; '.i ?as- kaykay-ab; g la- kaykay-ab; 
gh lah- leayleay-ab; y2 s-kay-lei ykay-ab; ~2 ?as- lea-lei yleay-ab; IJ~ s- lea-'1-ki ykay-ab; 
!2 ?as-leay-lelykay-ab; !~ '1as-lea-'1-leiykay-ab; g21a-ka-leiyleay-ab; 

• ~ani-; ~ la?ab-; + ~wi-; X la-; • lah-; 0 la?-; .1a?-

Figure 8b_ Color modifiers; Lushootseed, Skagit dialect, LG as in fig. 8a. 
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added Halkomelem 'continua ti ves ') be~tween Is _qW~ [-qWe- ]y~el I and 
Ic-qW~yl and between Is-(h)e-m~-ill and Ic-ma~/. The roots and 
statives and inceptives are all cognate. In fact the Lushootseed 
term 11es-qWA[-1-qWe-]~-ill may be exactly cognate with Upriver 
Halkomelem Is-qw€(-Ac1-qWe-]y-el/. 'The source of the Halkomelem 
~-ablaut may be an incomplete sound shift, i.e. Proto-Central 
Salish *~ > Upriver Halkomelem *~ except before continuative 
reduplication! Unstressed Proto-Central Salish *i usually> Upriver 
Halkomelem lei (thus the Upriver allomorphy of -!l - -ell. And 
PCS *y > Lushootseed I~/, Halkomelem Iyl (originally this was only 
before vowels from pes but it has spread elsewhere). 

Hess does not suggest a meaning for I~i- - ~wi-I in his 1976 
dictionary nor do Hess and Hilbert in Lushootseed, An Introduction 
(n.d. but ca 1983, two vols.), but it seems similar in functions to 
those of Halkomelem Ic-I, Nooksack I~/, and Samish Ine-I with color ~ 
terms. 

Figure 8b displays the Lushootseed color-qualifier system, among 
the most complex of the present collection of data. Bound qualifier~ 
are represented by letters, unbound qualifiers by shape's listed at . 
bottom of the key. The system features productive combination of 
reduplication ('diminutive'), prefixing (for 'stative', 'progressive', 
and a color term prefix), suffixing (for 'inceptive'), infixing Qf 
glottal stop and posSibly glottalization of resonants (in the root 
for blue and in the inceptive suffix). Qualifying affixes are added 
to a root to designate increasing degrees of lightnes,s and marginality 
within a category. The most complex qualification characterizes the 
most marginal designation. 

There are two 'diminutive' reduplicative variants: C1!- with 
roots I~ac, qWaqv, ba~/, as in l~i-~l-~c, 1es-~1-~c-ir, 
1es-~1-1-~c-ir, le-~l-~c-ir; ~Wi-qWl-qwqv, 1es-qWl-qwqv, 
1es-qWl-qwqv-ir; ~i-bl-b~, 1es-bl-1-b~-ir/. -C-le- after V1 
with roots IqWA~. kAykayeb/. as in I~Wi-qWA[-q (a)-IO. 
qWA [-1-qWe - ]dZ--ir, 1es-qWA [-?-qWe - ]~-ir; (1 )es-kA [-ke':'; lykayeb, 
(?e)s-kA[-?-ka-]ykayeb, ?es-kA[-ke-]tkayeb, ~es-kA[-?-ke-]tkayeb, 
le-kA [-ke- ]tkatebl . . 

The infixed 1-1-1 according to Vi Hilbert (p.c. ) makes the form" 
a little bit more-so (for ex. more 'diminutive' if diminutive). 
It is unclear whether it can occur as a 'diminutive' without 
reduplication, for ex. in I~Wi-qWA?cl at C21. If it is an intensifieL 
it could even be cognate with Upriver Halkomelem lengthening. since 
that is an intensifier and since Upriver length in most cases corres
ponds historically to preconsonantal glottal stop in Downriver and 
Island dialect groups and other Salishan languages. 

What we have recorded as I:"'i! - -ill inceptive is not recorded 
glottalized in Hess 1976 or in Hess and Hilbert (n.d.) (for ex., 
vol.2:79-80 discusses it with color terms). Hess and Hilbert note 
that inchoative "-il often carries the idea of 'developlng, becoming. 
growing to be'. Thus, a more exact English rendering of I?es~(e)cill 
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is 'coming to be red. reddening'." They also note that the same word 
is translated as 'reddish, light red'. 

The /la-/ prefix is 'progressive' ('continuative' in Upriver 
Halkomelem terminology). It is unclear whether the variant /la?-/ is 
/la-?-/, but such a form would make the form 'more progressive', i.e. 
further away from reaching completion of the focal color. Note 
again, the verbal perspective of these forms. A literal translation 
for one such form was given for /la-?-qWa[-?-qWa-]~-ir/ 'just barely 
turning yellow'. 

Hess and Hilbert (n.d. :2.79) also discuss two roots for blue. 
They note that blue-jay /kaykay/, is used in /?askaykay/ 'blue-jay 
(color)' to refer to 'azure, sky blue'. They also give a color term 
word which we did not obtain in our session, /~wi-qwl~w/ 'dark blue, 
navy blue, very dark green'. Hess obtained this term from LG (our 
speaker) and other speakers as well (Hess 1976). This partition of 
blue is very important to note in the evolution of Central Salish 
yellow-with-green. It is cognate with the term used for 'brown' in 
Upriver Halkomelem and the emergent 'blue' on the margin of 'purple' 
in Samish. 

One further Lushootseed color term, which LG recalled the day 
after we did the test (and so is not mapped), is /~i-~l-~c-alus/ 
'brown' (which she had been trying to recall during most of the 
previous session). It 1s based on the root for 'red' but has 
diminutive reduplication, prefix /~i-/, and suffix /-~lus/ (not 
attested in other color term words here but meaning 'eye, color' 
as in Hess 1976:690 where he gives /?as-~lay?-Alus/ 'leaf-color', 
/?as-?a~ld-alus/ 'What color is it?', /?aj-alus/ 'bright (color)', 
and /qWatqWat-Alus/ 'tears', etc.). 

A few preposed adverbial modifiers occur too: /la?ab/ 'real' 
(Hess 1976 /l~?b/ 'really, very') and /~al til 'like a, like the'. 
A few independent nouns were also used in one or two places, 
/slukwalab/ 'moon', /lukwal/ 'sun', /tagWad/ 'salmonberry', and 
/?ala~as/ 'orange(s), . 

YAKIMA 
In Figure 9a, related terms--focused at C9 in yellow and H17 

in green--suggest a former yellow-with-green category. A second 
dominant 'yellow' term is focused at 07 in orange. Meanings of 
Yakima terms can be discerned by comparisons of Figure 9a with 
Figure 0d. 

SUMMARY 
The foregoing describes and compares systems of color categori

zation and color naming from nine individuals. Discussion addresses 
the meaning of terms that most dialects use to name yellow-with-green, 
with the suggestion that the original meaning was 'green-with-blue'. 
The original 'yellow' term cannot be inferred from these data. 
However a term surviVing in the Chilliwack speaker's repertoire as 
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'purple' was reported by an older Nooksack speaker before hls death 
to mean 'dark blue' in Chilliwack Halkomelem, and the same root is 
cognate witb the root for 'green' In that speaker's Nooksack. This 
leaves open the pOSSibility that that term might have meant' 'green-. 
with-blue' in Chilliwack, and that/c-qW~y/ might have been 'yellow' 
gradually extending into 'green' as /c-r;Jlqw/ lost ground and 
retreated from 'green-with-blue' to 'dark blue' to 'purpl~'. 

Attention is also paid to a widely shared form that names orange, 
either as an autonomous lexemeby>some individuals or as a qualified 
root by others. Description of color qualifiers shows that these gain 
complexity as they designate colors that are increaSt'ngly marginal or 
light and marginal within a category. Chilliwack Halkomelem leads 
the tradition in complexity, exhibiting productive and contrastive 
semantic use of several reduplications, several aspectual prefixes, 
infixes, and suffixes (stative. continuative. and inceptive. resp.), 
preposed adverbial words, a three-way contrast between ·c-prefixed, 
s-prefixed and unprefixed forms, a hedging suffix (approximative), 
and a full set of eleven roots. Lushootseed is next in complexity. 
The qualifiers also are notable for variation between. individuals. 

'Most of the Upriver Halko¥\elemqualifiers are cognate 
with those used intushootseed, Nooksack, and Samish. And they 
modify the terms in similar ways semantically in all four languages. 
These cognates include what can proQably be reconstructed for Proto
Central Salish as inceptive */-il/ 'come, go, get, become', stative 
*/1as- - s-/ 'statlve, be in a state of', diminutive or-intensive 
insertion of glottal stop; diminutive reduplication (*C 1!- - *C1a~ 
the latter after root V1 ). But various color term prefixes are· .. 
not cognate except Upriver Halkomelem /c-/ with Nooksack I~-/ (Samish 
/na-/ and Lushootseed /JSi- - JSwi-/" '[the labialized allomorph before 
labialized consonants only). (Upriver Halkomelem /c-/ may be a color 
term stative. but probably is the saIl!e as the /c-/ prefix "have , get' 
found in other verbs /c-c~·xw/ [~~~'XW] 'get a wife' < /c~·xw/ 
'wife'.) Other modifiers include preposed adverbial or adjectival 
words, and use is also made of words for objects with characteristic 
color as marginal color terms. ' 
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